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LEGALIZED GAMBLING IN THE UNITED STATES:

A Survey

Confronted with the dilema of rising costs on one hand and increased

opposition to higher taxes on the other, as of mid 1971 more and more

States are investigating legalized gambling as a possible solution for

their revenue problems. The passage of the New Hampshire Sweepstakes Act

of 1963 precipitated this interest in legalized gambling. Many States

appear to look with increasing favor on off-track betting shops, lottery

ticket counters, bingo parlors, and Las Vegas-like gambling casinos.

New York, New Jersey, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,

Colorado, and Wyoming, among others, either now have or are considering

various forms of legalized gambling-as new sources of revenue. However,

the legalization of gambling involves questions related not only to

revenue, but also to morals and sociological considerations. The latter

have given rise to much of the recent debate on this subject.

History

Legalized gambling is not a novelty in the United States but extends

far back into its history. From early colonial times until the first

quarter of the nineteenth century, legalized gambling existed in the form

of the lottery. These lotteries were held to raise money for a wide

variety of purposes. Benjamin Franklin sponsored a lottery to purchase

a cannon for Philadelphia while Thomas Jefferson sold some of his land by

lottery to enhance his depleted fortune. The proceeds from a lottery

secured the roof under which the first regular Congress of the United
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States held its sessions. A number of outstanding universities, including

Harvard College, have held lotteries to support themselves.

By the early part of the nineteenth century lotteries had become.

widespread in this country. However, about this time scandals and

corruption in the administration of lotteries became quite prevalent.

These unethical practices led to State and Federal legislation which

abolished legalized lottery. By 1894, with the outlawing of the lottery

in Louisiana, the last lottery of this period was held. This marked the

death of the State-operated lottery until its revival by New Hampshire

in 1963.

Legalized gambling in the modern period was revived in the mid-1930's.

At this time State after State, hard hit by the depression, legalized

pari-mutuels at the race tracks. Pari-mutuels continue to be the most

prevalent form of legalized gambling.

Existing Forms of Legalized Gambling

More than one-half of the States permit pari-mutuel betting on

horse and/or dog races. As of mid-1971, the States which allow pari-

mutuel betting are as follows: Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado

Delaware, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey,

New Mexico, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, South

Dakota, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming.

A number of States have legalized bingo and similar games of chance.

These games are, in most cases, restricted to non-profit organizations to

allow them to raise money for the educational and patriotic purposes.
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Since provisions legalizing these games are not for revenue purposes,

typically only a nominal license fee is charged. Among those States

which permit such games are Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,

Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New

Mexico, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, and Wyoming.

The States of Florida and California have legalized wagering at

jai alai. frontons.

New Hampshire, New Jersey and New York have legalized State lotteries.

States seriously considering authorizing a State lottery are Arkansas,

California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Pennsylvania and

Virginia.

New York and Nevada are the only States which permit off-track

betting but a number of others are also considering this.

Nevada is still the only State which legally operates gambling

casinos. There is, however, a bill pending in the New Jersey Legislature

which would make Atlantic City the "Las Vegas" of the East. 

Non-Revenue ffect

Little has been written of a substantial nature concerning the

social effects of gambling where it has been legalized. Existing studies

are, for the most, legislative investigations and studies conducted by

States which are either currently considering this question or which

have experienced certain problems with legalized gambling. Most of the

1/ U.S. News and World Report. May 24, 1971, pp. 37-39; Congressional

Record (daily ed.), July 7, 1971, pp. H 6419-H 6423.
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data presented in these reports represent the experienced view of those

who have worked closely with the problem of gambling, usually in a law

enforcing capacity.

It should be noted, however, that most legalized gambling, as it

presently exists in the U.S., aside from pari-mutuels betting, is relatively

new. It wasn't until 1963 that New Hampshire became the first State to

initiate the lottery. New York followed in 1967 and New Jersey in 1970.

The off-track betting in New York was not a reality until 1971.

There is almost universal agreement that there is a close association

between gambling and organized crime. The importance cf gambling tc

crime syndicates as a source of revenue for financing their diverse

operations and for bribing public officials for protection of these

operations is generally recognized. According to the Kefauver Committee

Report:

Gambling profits are the principal support of big-time

racketeering and gangsterism. These profits provide the

financial resources whereby ordinary criminals are converted

into big-time racketeers, political bosses, psuedo business-

men, and philanthropists. Thus, the $2 horse bettor and the

5-cent numbers player are not only suckers because they are

gambling against hopeless odds, but they also provided the

moneys which en ble underworld characters to undermine our

institutions. 1

Although individuals talk a good deal about the moral wrongs of

gambling there is little substantive information available to back them

up. Gambling can be a viscious habit to some--there certainly are

1/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Special Committee to Investigate Organized

Crime in Interstate Commerce. Third Interim Report of Special Committee

to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce, Senate, Eighty-

first Congress. New York, Arco Publishing Company, Inc., 1951. p. 2.
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compulsive gamblers. A great deal of white-collar crime--embezzlement,

bad checks and Wall Street thefts--is committed when normally honest

employees get hooked by bookies and loan sharks. The Family Service

Association of Greater Boston estimates that gambling addiction figures

prominently in about 1 out of every 20 marriage-counseling cases it handles.

Nonetheless, the National Council of Churches says it has no plans

to fight the nationwide drive to legalize gambling. The Protestant

Clergy was once the most vehement foe of legal gambling on grounds of the

moral ills gambling -orks on society. But now most clergymen, appear to

be more concerned with Vietnam, civil rights and pollution.

Sociologists generally agree that taxes on legalized gambling hit

the poor the hardest. Yet Dr. George Wiley, Head of the National Welfare

Rights Organization, says: "We haven't examined the legalized gambling

question yet to see who does get taxed." A spokesman for the National

Association of Social Workers says his group has "not even thought about

legalized gambling much less studied the social consequences." 1/

There does seem to be some indication that legalized gambling tends

to lead to an increase in the amount of gambling. In the United States

pari-nutuel race track attendance has been increasing steadily and pari-

mutuels have become a big business.

It should be noted that although there are some data indicating

increases in the amount of legalized gambling, these data give no clue

concerning the effects of these increases. For example, these data give

1/. Christian Science Monitor, February 23, 1971, p. 2.
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no insight into whether this increased gambling is a reflection of an

increase in population of gambling age, or the fact that more people have

more leisure and money to spend for entertainment, or if these increased

expenditures for gambling are financed at the sacrifice of necessities

in vain hopes of getting rich quick, especially among the poor. Further-

more, these data give no clue as to the effect of legalized gambling on

the amount of illegal gambling.

Generally speaking, track betting has not been a cause for great

alarm among those opposing gambling. This is in part due to the widely

held view that regualr track goers for the most are people who can afford

betting; therefore some of the social evils of gambling are necessarily

controlled. Most criticism is directed toward lottery and off-track

gambling proposals which put gambling in the realm of an everyday

experience. But as noted above, there is little if any organized

opposition to any form of legalized gambling, since the organizations

that would normally lead the opposition are concerned with what are

considered to be greater social evils.

Revenue Effects

The question of the legalization of gambling arises most frequently

not from concern over public morals, type of entertainment, or crime

prevention but from the search by State legislators to find additional

tax revenue, preferably a painless source. It is difficult to estimate

just how much money can be tapped from this source. It is generally

held that illegal gambling in this country is presently a big business
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with considerable earnings. However, those involved published no

financial statements. As such, there exist no authoritative data on the

total amount of gambling in this country. At best there are rough

estimates by those qualified to sneak in this area.

Robert Kinsey, in his 1963 article in the National Tax Journal,

estimated the gross amount of money wagered in the U.S. in 1950 at $20

billion. - Today the figure is no doubt far greater. In another article

Pete Hamill estimates that illegal horse bets alone account for $64 billion:

annually and that this form of gambling is only a small part of the

total. 2. The Report of the President's Crime Commission estimates the

annual intake from gambling to be anywhere from $7 to $50 billion. Lega2

betting at racetracks reaches a gross annual figure of almost $5 billion,

and most enforcement officials believe that illegal wagering on horse

races and sporting events totals at least $20 billion. each year. The

Crime Commission estimated that the profit on this illegal betting is as

3/
high as one-third of the gross revenue or $6 to $7 billion each year. -

Although the President's Crime Commission has no figures comparable

to the table below, which dates back to 1950, the following gives an idea

of gambling expenditures and.losses to the public.

1/ Robert W. Kinsey, "The Role of Lotteries in Public Finance." National

Tax Journal, v. 16, March 1963, p. 15.

2/ Pete Hamill, "Tax Organized Crime." Playboy, March 1967, p. 96.

3/ The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration

of Justice. The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (Washington, 1967),
p. 189.

10 1
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Table I

Estimated Annual Guig endires by Type of Gambling, Repre-

senting Tlet Losses Incurred by the Betting Public in the
United States, 1950

(in millions)

Tyeotal Net
Type of Losses*

Gambling _ Waers --

Horse race betting

$2,000 $ 21}0
On the track 2,000 600
Off the track 3,000

Slot machines 1,000 550

All other 
14,000 1,000

Total 
20,000 2,390

-The net gambling losses of the betting public are equivalent to the

total wages of all bettors less their total winnings. sport pools,
1/ This item includes bingo, card games, football and other sp p

gambling casinos, and the number 
game.

Source: Robert K. Kinsey. The role of lotteries in public 
finance.

National Tax Journal, v. 16, March 1963, p. 13.

Of this $20 billion, the betting public's 
net expenditures (or losses),

that is, the total amount of money wagered less the total winnings of all

participants, was estimated at $2.4 billion. Kinsey further estimates

that at the time he prepared this 
report (1963) the betting public's net

losses approximated $3 billion 
per year or 25 percent more 

than the net

losses shown in the table above. 
If this amount could have been 

channeled

into the hands of the national government, 
it would have represented

about three percent of the total 
Federal tax receipts for 1963. 

Or,
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assuming that this money could be channeled into State treasuries, it

would amount to nearly 14 percent of combined State tax collections for

1963. These figures, it should be noted, do not allow for operating

costs which can be significant in some forms of gambling. Of course, the

assumption that the government through the legalization of gambling could

divert all money spent on gambling into its treasury is unrealistic. In

all probability private and illegal operators would still compete with

State gambling shops for business.

Lotteries

Legal lotteries run by the States now exist in three States and

seem to be headed for adoption in many more. The lottery seen by some

as a painless method of generating badly needed funds is gaining favor

with many taxpayers and legislators. These lotteries, however, have not

proved to be the great financial success that many had assumed. "You

can't expect a lottery to produce vast amounts of money like you get in

a broad-based tax like a sales or income tax," says Dick Netzer, Dean of

New York University's Graduate School of Public Administration. "Lottery

income amounts to about the same as a penny or so rise in a cigarette

tax."

The profits from the three existing State lotteries go toward

education expenses in the States. In 1970, the New Hampshire lottery

turned over $915,000 to the State. New York's lottery provided $32.5

l/ U.S. News and World Report. May 24, 1971, p. 37.
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million and New Jersey in its first four months of operation contributed

$13.5 million. In New Hampshire the State keeps 42 percent of the lottery

income, ,fnile 18 percent has gone to administer and promote the lottery.

The remaining 40 percent goes for prizes. At least 45 percent of New

York's lottery income now goes into the State's 
coffers and 40 percent

to prizes. New Jersey offers the best odds, with 45 percent of ticket

sales going for prizes. New Jersey also allows as much as 25 percent to

be used for administration and promotion.

In its short time of operation the New Jersey lottery has been the

most successful of the three, due partly to the improved odds and more

extensive promotion. New Jersey allows smaller bets and provides

simpler tickets, more frequent drawings and bigger prizes. New Jersey

sells its tickets at 3,000 outlets, including newsstands, supermarkets,

toll booths, drugstores, department stores, 
taverns and restaurants.

Eventually the number is expected to 
approach New York's 13,500 outlets.

New Hampshire has only 325. In New Hampshire the tickets sell for $3,

in New York $1, and in New Jersey 50 cents. Unlike the other two States,

New Jersey does not require the bettor 
to fill out his name and address

when he buys a ticket. Each ticket is identified only by its number.

Probably the biggest advantage New Jersey has is that, while New Hampshire

draws seven times a year and New York once a month, 
New Jersey picks

winners every week.

Although lotteries have not been the smashing success 
they were

hoped to be, more and more States 
are considering them. This indicates

that many State legislators feel that revenue prospects from a lottery are

significant enough to give the matter serious 
deliberation.
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Par i -Mutuel s

At present the main proportion of State revenues coming from legalized

betting is from pari--nutuel betting which constitutes a big business.

Table II shows the State tax collections from this source in 1970. As can

be seen from this table, New York took in $159,231,000 in pari-mutuel taxes

while Nevada which has legalized most forms of gambling received only

$28.7 million in tax revenue from gambling. /

Table II

State Tax Collections from Pari-mutuel Racing, 1970

(in thousands)

State State

Arizona $ 3,90) Nebraska $ 2,083

Arkansas 5,232 New Hempshire 8,832

California 59,970 New Jersey 35,139
Colorado 3,774 New Mexico 766

Delaware 7,232 New York 159,231

Florida 50,898 Ohio 17,193

Idaho 66 Oregon 2,452

Illinois 42,630 Pennsylvania 18,099

Kentucky 5,863 Rhode Island 10,795

Louisiana 44,933 South Dakota 1,346

Maine 1,459 Vermont 2,922

Maryland 13,112 Washington 1,474
Massachusetts 25,603 West Virginia 10,100

Michigan 19,931 Wyoming 13

TOTAL $515,052

Source: Bureau of Census. State Government Finances in 1970.

1/ Bureau of Census. State Government Finances in 1970.
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In efforts to get more money from pari-nutuels, several States have

increased the share of the government's take on betting and have increase"

the length of the racing season. Many in the pari-mutuel business fear,

however, that the Golden Age of racetracks is near an end. Data giving

the pari-mutuel turnover since 1955 indicate increases in betting and

track attendance but at a decreasing rate. Thus, State efforts to gain

additional funds from pari-mutuels may well be approaching a point of

diminishing returns.

Table III

Pari-mutuel Attendance and Turnover, 1955-1969

Number of
Racing Days

4,899

6,099

8,051

8,384

8,621

9,051

9,539

Total
Attendance

(1,000)

38,503

46,879

62,887

63,577

63,373

65,46o

68,099

Pari-mutuel

Turnover
(nil. dol.)

2,592

3,358

4,615

4,784

14,922

5,316

5,723

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1970.

1955

1960

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969
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Off-track Betting

Betting on horse races is frequent not only at pari-mutuel windows

but in other ways, particularly in cities and towns where no track is

located, or no meeting is being held at the time. According to the

Senate Hearings on Gambling and Organized Crime, off-track betting was

the most frequent type of betting at bookmakers who were raided by New

York authorities ten years ago. -

A belief by some government officials that off-track gambling on

horse races now helps to support organized crime, together with a desire

to obtain revenues for city and State government, have evoked proposals

to legalize off-track gambling. Estimates that such gambling on govern-

ment operated premises in New York City would yield $200 million per

year were offered as justification for the law enacted in 1970 by the

New York State Legislature. A County Commissioner of -Prince Georges

County, Maryland has estimated that off-track legalized horse wagering

would ?ield $20 million to the State of Maryland. 2 Off-track wagering

in New York and proposals in Maryland are designed primarily as a revenue

source although they have anti-crime connotations as well.

Off-track betting like the lottery, has not been as successful as

had been predicted. But according to Howard Samuels, Head of New York

City's OTB, it recently began to operate at a profit and he predicts $25

1/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Government Operations Committee. Permanent

iubcommittee on Investigations. Gambling and Organized Crime. 3 pts.

87th Cong., 1st sess., 1961.

2/ New York Times, January 28, 1970.

Washington Post, September 11, 1969.
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to $30 million in revenues for fiscal year 1972. 
It does not appear

that OTB has put any dent into the illegal bookie's profits. Those who

bet with bookies have many conveniences: their winnings are tax-free,

they can place bets by merely picking up the phone--no lines 
to wait in,

they have credit with their bookies. Off-track betting does attract,

however, a large part of the population who has not bet before mainly

because it has been illegal.

Nevada

The public sector of Nevada's economy is importantly affected by

the legalized gambling industry. In 1970, according to Bureau of Census

statistics, taxation on gambling was Nevada's largest single tax source.

It provided $28,781,000 out of a total tax collection of $149,128,000

or 19 percent. Thus, while Nevada is certainly not a single tax State

as frequently asserted, the importance of gambling 
as a source of

revenue for State and local government is unmistakable. Moreover, the

revenue obtained from many other taxes can 
be attributed to Nevada's

large tourist industry, since a large part of Nevada's sales, cigarette,

alcoholic beverage, and highway user taxes are 
paid by or shifted to

non-residents.

There are observers who take a suspicious look 
at these profits

and the relevance of Nevada's experience for 
other States. These

observers ask if increased costs associated with need for greater law

enforcement and public welfare services which they assert will probably

accompany legalized gambling, will not reduce these profits to
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insignificance. They point to the fact that Nevada has a rather small

population and therefore it is relatively easy to keep tabs on undesirables

there and control the gambling. Even so Nevada's two principal cities

have a high per capita law enforcement agents ratio. These observers

further assert that because there is little to attract people to Nevada

beside gambling, those who meet their financial ruin there usually move

on instead of becoming public charges. Again there is concern about the

effect that legalized gambling will have on a State's ability to attract

other industries. Observers are also of the opinion that if it is true,

as often asserted, that gambling will be engaged in to a great extent

by the poor, taxes on legalized gambling will be more regressive and less

effective in raising revenue than an increase in sales taxes. Moreover,

they are of the opinion that gambling can show long-term net profits for

a State only if the profits represent out of State losses.

Legalized Gambling: Pros and Cons

Some of the more important arguments which have been used in support

of legalized gambling are:

(1) Gambling is a natural and universal instinct which cannot be

eradicated. Taking chances and assuming risks lie at the heart of the

progress which our civilization has made. The stock market itself is no

more than an institutionalized form of gambling. To pass laws prohibiting

gambling is a relatively simple matter. However, to enforce these prohibi-

tions is another thing. The widespread flouting of gambling laws by a

substantial percentage of the American public is similar to the situation

Ii
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which existed respecting alcohol in the days of Prohibition. This

experience should serve as a guide. Since prohibition of alcoholic

beverages was a failure while regulation and control proved successful,

a sinilar approach to gambling should be taken.

(2) The people are going to gamble at any rate; therefore, the

government should collect from gambling profits. If betting were

legalized, gangsters who now use the lucrative gambling profits to

finance and buy political protection for their illegal activities would

be deprived of a source of easy revenue. Moreover, once a legitimate

outlet for the gambling urge is created, the courts will be willing to

deal more severely with those engaged in illegal gambling.

(3) With the legalization of gambling, revenues secured by State

governments from gambling can be used to reduce the tax burden or as an

alternative to increasing property, sales or income taxes. Gambling is

a voluntary and hence relatively painless way of raising State revenue.

(4) Compared with existing gambling operations legalized gambling

would benefit members of the lower-income group because they would get

more favorable odds in government-controlled gambling establishments and

they would not have to worry about the government running off with their

winnings.

(5) In view of the fact that many States have allowed betting on

the horses and dog races, all other forms of gambling should be allowed.

The principle of all forms of gambling is the sane-winning or losing

based on chance.
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(6) Gambling itself is not immoral; the iamoral results associated

with gambling are due to undesirables engaged in this profession. Most

people gamble for recreational and social reasons. The number of obsessive

and neurotic gamblers is small.

Arguments which have been cited against legalized gambling are as

follows:

(1) Gambling is a parasitic business, which is completely non-

productive in that it creates no wealth and performs no useful services.

Legitimate enterprises survive because they are mutually advantageous

to both operator and patron. On the other hand, the business of gambling--

even when fraud and manipulation are not present--operates on a one-sided

percentage basis which makes it impossible for the patrons as a class to

derive any benefit. If this were not so the business would collapse. At

best, gambling merely redistributes wealth from the possession of the

many into the hands of the few.

(2) Legalized gambling encourages gambling by making it more

accessible to more people and hence increases certain types of crimes.

For example, the lottery would encourage the counterfeiting of lottery

tickets and multiply side bets on the outcome. Robberies and embezzle-

ments would probably increase. A rash of frustration crimes on the part

of losers can also be expected. It is significant that Reno and Las

Vegas have a high per capita ratio of police officers and that for many

years Las Vegas led the other major cities in crimes per capita. Today,

Las Vegas' crime rate still ranks among the nation's highest.
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(3) Whether money is obtained directly by taxation or through taking

part of the profits on gambling, the result to the people is the same.

Eventually the money comes from the pockets of the taxpayers. If the

State takes profits from gambling, this amounts to collecting greater

taxes in the dishonest guise of a privileged license tax. The running

of a State lottery is equally objectionable in that it is an expensive

method of raising public funds. If revenue is really what is desired,

a small increase in sales tax or income tax will produce more than the

lottery will bring in.

y (4) With legalized gambling an increase in the cost of law enforce-

ment and public welfare can be expected. The cost associated with

increased measures to prevent crime and corruption and to care for those

who after falling victim to the gambling fever become public charges may

equal or exceed the extra revenue brought in by gambling.

(5) Gambling furnishes billions for the activities of crime

syndicates. It is naive to think gangsters will allow themselves to be
deprived of this source of funds by the mere legalization of gambling.

It is more likely that they would profit from this situation by assuming

a cloak of respectability afforded by legalized gambling. The government

would initiate many who would not even know how or where to place a bet

into the gambling habit. The criminal element is likely to take over

from there. State gambling establishments could not hope to compete with

the underworld which would offer such added attractions as extending

credit, providing runners, and taking special bets. In fact, most States

would discover that in order to get enough experienced personnel to run
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the State gambling shops they would have to recruit from the underworld

as did Nevada. There is n.o evidence, as yet, that this has occurred in

New Hampshire, New York or New Jersey. But experience here has been

limited, and the generally disappointing take in these lotteries may in

itself have been a reason for the lack of underworld interest. Further-

more, if corruption existed before the enactment of legalized gambling,

the administration of licensing laws would probably be in the hands of

the same officials who had affiliation with the gangster element. Mere

licensing will not be strong enough to dissolve these ties.

(6) That which causes illegal gambling to flourish is political

protection and corruption rather than any natural instinct. This is

better corrected by strict law enforcement than by licensing. It is

generally true that the more universally a law is accepted the easier

it is to enforce it. It does not follow however, that difficulty of

enforcement and the presence of corruption presents adequate reason

for licensing. If so then the licensing of racketeering, prostitution,

and robbery can be similarly justified.

(7) It may be that gambling is a natural instinct. However, other

natural instincts have traditionally been controlled in the interest of

society.

(8) If gambling is legalized the poor will be the real losers.

Although legalized gambling can be considered a voluntary form of

taxation, in practice, it falls with p Lrticular force upon the disadvantaged

elements of the population. Ignorant and oppressed with financial burdens,

they are the ones who succumb easiest to the lure of "get rich quick"
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schemes. Glamorous newspaper stories about those who for a $2.00 bet

have won thousands would act as a powerful incentive for the poor to

place bets far in excess of their limited means in the vain hope that

they too may receive large winnings. Since so much of the earnings of

legalized gambling will come from the poor, it will prove more regressive

than a sales tax.
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